Place value and value

1. In 675,521 what digit is in the hundred-thousands place?

2. What is the value and place value of 7 in 972,963?

3. What is the value of 4 in 986,618,419?

4. What is the value of 1 in 156,002,030?

5. What is the place value of 8 in 518,953,373?

6. In 454,314,975, what digit is in the millions place?

7. In 396,134, what digit is in the tens place?

8. What is the value and place value of 6 in 156,002,030?
1. In **675,521** what digit is in the hundred-thousands place? 

   6.

2. What is the value and place value of **7** in **972,963**? 

   7 is in the ten-thousands place and 7 has a value of 70,000.

3. What is the value of **4** in **986,618,419**? 

   4 has a value of 400.

4. What is the value of **1** in **156,002,030**? 

   1 has a value of 100,000,000.

5. What is the place value of **8** in **518,953,373**? 

   8 is in the millions place.

6. In **454,314,975**, what digit is in the **millions place**? 

   4.

7. In **396,134**, what digit is in the **tens place**? 

   3.

8. What is the value and place value of **6** in **156,002,030**? 

   6 has a place value of millions and a value of 600,000.